In a cosy nook of the Southern Sabi Sands sits Notten’s Bush Camp. The camp is made up of small bush chalets, all
beautifully decorated with a fusion of classic African and colonial elements, with vintage-looking lanterns adding to
the quaint charm of the entire camp. A network of bush paths, which at night guide you by lantern light to the main
dining area, which comes to life with flickering candles and large log fires. Spend time lounging in their comfortable
sofas with books from the camp’s family library and a cool drink from their bar or a cup of hot tea or coffee
accompanied with muffins. In the evenings an intimate meal is prepared where guests are seated together to enjoy
bush dining under the stars.
Game drives are scheduled in the morning and early evening. A friendly wake up call in the mornings where tea,
coffee and rusks are set out to enjoy while the sun comes up. Your experienced guide will show how to discern
animals and birds in the bush and talk to you at length about their behavior, character, movements, preferred diets
and so much more.
Explore the surrounds of Notten’s camp on foot and learn about the smaller habitats and life unnoticed from a
vehicle. Gain knowledge on medicines that can be made from varied floras, elusive species, nocturnal activities and
other noteworthy sights. Your guide is familiar with the area and has an in-depth knowledge of the reserve giving
them the ability to track and locate animals that may otherwise go unnoticed. A leopard lazing in a thick out crop
awaiting her prey, or balanced effortlessly in th “V” of an acasia tree, while a distant puff of dust reveals the location
of a lion kill.

JUST A FEW

FACTS

ABOUT
NOTTEN’S

Notten’s is one of the finest family run
lodges in Africa, and the best kept secret
in the Sabi Sands Game Reserve. As one
of the original game lodges, it has a
magical bush atmosphere and offers a
truly authentic African safari experience.

Daily Safaris are led by
experienced shangaan rangers
in open top game viewing
vehicles offering adventurous,
close-up encounters with
the region’s prolific wildlife,
including the Big Five.

Notten’s is 7km from Shaws
gate and a 45 minute trip from
Skukuza airstrip. The camp
over looks a waterhole where
animals drink and wallow. A
perimeter runs around the
entire camp, however animals
are free to roam through the
camp as they please.

In the purposeful absence of electric
lighting a magical atmosphere is created in
the ambient light of candles and lanterns,
capturing an enchanting spirit of romance.
The suites are kept cool by ceiling fans.
At night the camp comes to life with
flickering candles and bush lanters.

Just a 58km drive from
Hazyview town. Follow
the R536 to Paul Kruger
gate and Skukuza

Fly direct from JHB/CT airport to a private airstrip to Skukuza with Fedair
& Bateleur Air Charters. Notten’s will do transfers Skukuza airstrip
transfers. Please contact us for rates. Alternatively Fly into KMIA (Kruger
Mpumalanga International Airport with AIR LINK, and Notten’s will do
KMIA area transfers. Please contact us for rates.

Daily bush walks are also available
which allows one to discover
the small hidden treasures of
this exceptional region. Notten’s
prides itself in offering its guests a
phenomenal wildlife experience.

NOTTEN’S

SINCE
1986

The land was acquired by the Notten’s in 1963. Notten’s Bush Camp was started in 1986. It is now in it’s fourth
generation with the Notten family. It all began in 1963 when John Notten acquired a portion of the Sabi Sand Game
Reserve in Mpumalanga, which was to be enjoyed as a tranquil retreat for the family and their friends. It wasn’t
until 1986 that Bambi and Gilly Notten, following their dream, opened their family home to what is known today as
Notten’s Bush Camp. It was from this dream that the story of Notten’s Bush Camp began and made it possible for the
family to contribute to the preservation of a magnificent piece of South Africa, which has been shared with special
people from all over the world.
It is a place that has witnessed incredible events and amazing characters, both animal and human, that have carved
the enduring story to be enjoyed today. The legacy of the this private safari lodge in South Africa is now in its fourth
generation in the Notten, as well as the Matabula family. Specter Matabula was employed by the family in 1963 and he
would be proud to know that his son and his son’s children are now a part of Notten’s Bush Camp South Africa.

Our location.

Rhino sighting within the park.

Dinner time in the boma.

Be part of a local celebration.

RATES
Rates include accommodation, 3 meals, 2 game drives and
a bush walk daily. Local soft drinks, house wines, beers & 1
bag of laundry.
Excluded are special wines, champagne and spirits,
transfers, massages and items from our curio shop. We
charge a 50% single supplement.
Children 6 and over are welcome. If the group books
the entire camp (min 16 people) then all ages are welcome.
Cancellation Policy
On booking - 10%
8 weeks - 30%
6 weeks - 100%

Rates 2018
R5995 per person
+R95 conservation fee
+R95 Community royalty
Shared accommodation for children - 2 x Family Room, 1 x
Triple Room.
Notten’s will do transfers to/from Skukuza, KMIA and
Hoedspruit region, please inquire directly for rates.
Children 12 years and under enjoy a 30% discount.

